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The coming of summer turns our 
eyes to the outdoors, to balmy 
days and easy, breezy evenings, 
sunwarmed seas and the simple 
pleasures of spending time in the 
open air. Slow down, shake off 
the pressures of everyday, and 
soak up the sunshine.

Enter a waterside wonderland 
of crisp white and hypnotic 
blue and prepare to get lost 
in the moment. For a while 
at least, we can forget about 
the world, slip into something 
comfortable, turn our eyes 
to the sun-shimmered ocean 
horizon and enjoy a lingering 
brunch.

Join Frette on a journey through 
the easy-going pleasures of the life  
alfresco and the heart-lifting magic  
of the Summertime by the sea.

Into the Summer
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Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [FR0401]
Cotton sateen sheets, euro shams and duvet cover 
with double hemstitch on the borders.

Doppio Ajour
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This summer, the usual rules don’t apply.  
Stay up all night. Sleep the day away. Lie down 
on the beach and feel the breeze on your skin...
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Long nightgown [51710011600F00697]
Soft and sensual long nightgown featuring scalloped 
lace on a v-neckline.

Dulcina
Pyjama [51710082400F00705]
Classic collar pyjama set, in yarn dyed striped 
cotton fabric featuring applied pockets and dark 
blue piping.

Fragoso

The day begins with breakfast,  
best taken in bed and served  
by someone special
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Sheet set and Duvet cover [FR6327] 
Cotton sateen duvet cover, sheets and matching 
shams with side borders and stitched hem.

Ultimate

Luxury Light quilt and Euro shams [FR6343]
Mixed-silk quilt and shams with a jacquard diamond 
pattern and a cotton sateen underside.

Throw [FR6378]
Cotton and silk throw with a diamond pattern, 
finished with a fringe on the short sides.

Tattoo Diamond
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The warm ocean air awakens  
the senses and eases the mind
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Sheet set [FR3240]
Cotton sateen sheets with a double border of 
contrasting colour bands.

Shading
Duvet cover [FR6328]
A cotton sateen duvet cover with a geometric 
jacquard pattern finished with a simple hemstitch. 
Available in slate grey, ivory and azure.

Shams [FR6329]
Cotton sateen jacquard shams with a single-
stitched hem.

Bedspread and Euro shams [FR6330]
Jacquard silk-blend bedspread woven with a 
plain border. Matching shams have piped edges. 
Available in slate grey, ivory and azure.

Frette 379

Pyjama [51710082400F00705]
Classic collar pyjama set, in yarn dyed striped 
cotton fabric featuring applied pockets and dark 
blue piping.

Fragoso
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Inspired by an Art deco 
fabric sample labelled 
379 found in the archive, 
Frette 379 is tied hand in 
glove with the prestigious 
past of Frette

A lost classic
rediscovered
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Embroidered Light quilt and Euro shams [FR6326]
Cotton sateen quilt with placed embroidery, with bias 
tape on three sides and topped with a hem.

Movement
Sheet set, Duvet cover and Euro shams [FR2934]
Cotton sateen duvet, sheets and euro shams with 
coloured borders, finished with double hemstitch.

Bicolore
Blanket [FR5657]
100% cashmere blanket with a simple plain hem. 

Sensitive
Wash cloth, Hand towel,  
Bath towel, Bath sheet and Bath mat [FR6243]
A range of towels crafted from soft cotton terry with 
a diamond jacquard pattern. Available in white, ivory, 
khaki, light grey and graphite.

Diamonds
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With the sun high in the sky at noon, 
the call of the pool grows ever more irresistible
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Silk robe [51710913700F00636]
Luxurious long silk sateen robe with shawl collar 
and contrast colour piping.

Claire
Placemat [FR6403]
Seahorse inspired embroidery on linen placemat 
with solid colour napkins.

Danai
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The rhythms of the day shift in  
summer, one meal segues into 
another, the day washes over you 
like a wave
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Tablecloth [FR3193]
Intricate lace inserts on pure linen, 
finished with mitred corners and invisible 
stitching.

Demetra Lace

There are few pleasures greater than a 
weekend brunch outdoors and it doesn’t 
even have to be the weekend… 
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Sheet set and Euro shams [F07092] 
Plain cotton sateen sheets and shams with 
piping on four sides.

Cruise
Duvet cover and Boudoir [FR0401]
Cotton sateen duvet cover and boudoir with 
double hemstitch on the borders.

Doppio Ajour
Blanket [FR2796]
65% cashmere and 35% silk blanket finished 
with a single line of hemstitch.

Simple

1918

Frette brings the pleasures of the sea 
into the bedroom, inspired by dreams 
of foreign lands and distant shores
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Long nightgown [51710010600F00698]
Long silk nightgown with lace insert at neckline 
combined with floral lace appliqué details.

Aruba

Sheet set, Duvet cover and Shams [F07093] 
Cotton sateen jacquard duvet cover, sheets and 
matching shams with eight rows of stitching.

Porto
Bedspread and Euro shams [F0780]
Cotton piqué bedspread and shams with a 
geometric pattern, turned hems and pressed 
corners. 

Melody
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Even in summer, some things require 
effort. Making your own perfect space 
to relax takes careful planning
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Bedspread [FR6370]
Mixed-silk bedspread with an ikat-inspired jacquard 
pattern on each side.

Monsoon

Savour the freedom of the sand. 
Run on the beach, barefoot and carefree...
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Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [FR0401]
Cotton sateen sheets, euro shams and duvet cover 
with double hemstitch on the borders. Shown in 
white, ivory and tropic blue.

Doppio Ajour

Beach towel [F07095]
Cotton terry towel with a subtle colour and a 
contrasting border.

Mediterranean

The afternoon sun may be at its 
height, but there’s no need to retreat 
indoors
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Bathrobe [F07095]
Cotton velour robe with a shawl collar, spacious 
pockets and a matching belt.
Available in khaki and navy, with contrasting piping.

Mediterranean
Throw [FR5231]
Rectangular cashmere throw with long fringed 
edges. Available in a range of colours.

Bliss
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The perfect day is a 
blanket, spread across the 
sugar-soft sand
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Wash cloth, Hand towel,  
Bath towel, Bath sheet and Bath mat [FR2933]
Plush cotton terry towels, bordered with a sateen 
trim. Available in a variety of seasonal shades.

Unito
Wash cloth, Hand towel,  
Bath towel, Bath sheet and Bath mat [FR2935]
Pure cotton terry towels finished with a three-line 
embroidery and a cotton sateen border.

Triplo Bourdon

Endlessly versatile, comfortably simple...
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Bedspread and Euro shams [FR4351]
Mixed-silk bedspread with an interlacing jacquard 
pattern.

Platinum
Light quilt [FR5757]
Embroidered cotton sateen quilt.

Illusione
Luxury Bedcover and  
Decorative cushions [FR5746]
Mixed-silk cushion.

Illusione

A light tropical breeze blows over the bay, 
bearing the scent of summer and the promise of 
long, lazy days and warm evenings nights
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Clockwise from left 

Pyjama [51710082400F00632]
Long pyjama set made with cotton jersey makò 
fabric and featuring contrasting piping.

Jordan
Pyjama [51710080500F00636]
Timeless silk pyjama with button up collar pj shirt 
and long pant embellished with contrast color 
piping.

Claire
Pyjama [51710080500F00696]
Female pure cotton white pyjama set with classic 
collar and light grey piping details.

Noblesse
Throw [FR5231]
Rectangular cashmere throw with long fringed 
edges. Available in a range of colours.

Bliss
Pyjama [51710050000F00707]
Classic collar pyjama sets in yarn dyed striped linen-
cotton fabric featuring front pockets and mother 
pearl buttons opening.

Tobago

With space to spread out 
and time to talk, summer 
gives us opportunity to 
reconnect
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Bedspread [FR4351]
Mixed-silk bedspread with an interlacing jacquard 
pattern.

Platinum
Sheet set [FR4628]
Cotton sateen sheets with an embroidered pattern.

Granada
Sheet set [FR6217]
Linen and cotton blend sheets with a hemstitched 
border.

Palladium
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Frette voyages glittering 
coastlines with a selection 
of exquisite pieces 
characterised by intricate 
patterns and sumptuous 
textures
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Duvet cover and Sheet set [FR0401]
Cotton sateen sheets and duvet cover with double 
hemstitch on the borders.

Doppio Ajour
Nightgown [51710011600F00697]
Piece-dyed cotton sheets and duvet cover with 
double hemstitch on the borders.

Dulcina

It’s often the stolen moments of summer we 
treasure the most. Lie back and shut the world 
out once in a while
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Hand towel, Bath towel and Bath sheet [FR5754]
Soft, pure cotton terry towels with a border of 
macramé lace and a sateen trim.

Macramé Pizzo

Candle, Diffuser and Spray [FWAY61]
The collection includes 3 scents: Tuberose, Rose 
and Marine wrapped in Frette’s iconic gift boxes.

Linen Spray set [FWAY63]
Set of 3 linen sprays, wrapped in Frette's iconic 
gift box. It includes 3 scents: Tuberose, Rose and 
Marine.

Fragrances
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Sheet set [FR5743]
Cotton sateen sheet set with a 
jacquard diamond pattern. 

Light quilt [FR5756]
Embroidered cotton sateen quilt.

Luxury Decorative cushion [FR5746]
Mixed-silk cushions with jacquard 
diamond pattern. 

Illusione
Sheet set [FR5754]
Cotton sateen sheet set trimmed with 
macramé lace. 

Macramé Pizzo

Summer isn’t summer without the 
scents of the season – delicate florals, 
woodland grasses, a fresh burst of 
ocean spray…
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Tablecloth [FR6398]
Pure linen embellished with delicate cotton 
macrame lace inserts and finishings with mitred 
corners.

Sempione Lace

4140

An elegant wonderland of lingering brunches and 
sunset cocktails. Quality is paramount. Detail is 
celebrated. And luxury touches everything
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Sheet set and Euro shams [FR2934]
Cotton sateen duvet, sheets and euro shams with 
coloured borders, finished with double hemstitch.

Bicolore

Sheet set [FR5743]
Cotton sateen sheet set with a jacquard diamond 
pattern.

Embroidered Light quilt [FR5756]
Embroidered cotton sateen quilt.

Luxury Bedspread  
and Decorative cushion [FR5746]
Mixed-silk cushions with jacquard diamond pattern. 

Illusione

Quality that speaks to the skin...
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Sheet set and Euro shams [FA7017]
Cotton percale sheets and shams with two-line 
embroidery.

Hotel Classic
Bedspread [F07080]
Cotton piqué bedspread with a geometric pattern, 
turned hems and pressed corners.

Melody

Wash cloth, Hand towel, Bath towel,  
Bath sheet and Bath mat [F07081]
Cotton terry towels with double piping in a range of 
different colours – including white/white, beige, navy 
blue, ash grey.

Hotel Classic

Not every bed needs making...
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Summer is about friendship and 
laughter, shared adventures and being 
spontaneous
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As the sun sets, bring the 
outdoors in, with crisp, 
fresh textures that shimmer 
like the moon

Luxury Light quilt and Euro shams [FR6335]
Blended silk quilt and matching shams with a 
jacquard pattern.

Helix Melange
Sheet set [FR6246]
Pure linen sheets and shams finished with a 
simple hemstitch.

Loft
Duvet cover [FR6247]
Pure linen duvet cover finished with simple 
hemstitch.

Loft Chevron

Throw [FR6378]
Cotton and silk throw with a diamond pattern, 
finished with a fringe on the short sides.

Luxury Light quilt [FR6343]
Mixed-silk quilt with a jacquard diamond pattern 
and a cotton sateen underside. 

Tattoo Diamond
Luxury Bedcover [FR6330]
Jacquard silk-blend bedspread woven with a 
plain border. Available in slate grey, ivory and 
azure.

Frette 379

Blanket [FR5657]
100% cashmere blanket with a simple plain 
hem. 

Sensitive
Blanket [FR2796]
65% cashmere and 35% silk blanket finished 
with a single line of hemstitch. 

Simple
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Sheet set, Duvet cover  
and Euro shams [FR2934]
Cotton sateen duvet, sheets and 
euro shams with coloured borders, 
finished with double hemstitch.

Bicolore
Shams [FR0401]
Cotton sateen shams with double 
hemstitch on the borders.

Doppio Ajour
Blanket [FR2796]
65% cashmere and 35% silk 
blanket finished with a single line of 
hemstitch.

Simple

Read, rest and rejuvenate, where the  
blue horizon of the sea with the sky meets 
the sun sparkled green of the leaves...

Art direction 
Frette creative team

Photo 
Adriano Brusaferri
p. 16/17 Giuseppe Oliveri

Styling 
Studio Salaris

Graphic design 
Soriani & Brivio

Printing 
Grafiche Milani
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Sharra Pagano 
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The Finest Linens in the World

MILAN
Via della Spiga 31
+39 02 783 950

MILAN
Via Manzoni 11
+39 02 864433

ROME
Piazza di Spagna 10/11

+39 06 679 0673

VENICE
Frezzeria San Marco 1725

+39 041 5224914

FLORENCE
Via Cavour 2

+39 055 211369

HEAD OFFICE ITALY
Via Borgazzi 23, 20900 Monza-Italy

+39 039 60461

LONDON
43, South Audley Street, W1K 2PU

+44 (0) 20 7493 1333

PARIS
49, Rue du Faubourg St. Honoré

+33 (0) 1 4266 4770

MARBELLA
Avenida Principe Alfonso Von Hohenlohe, C.C. 

Hotel Marbella Club
+34 95 277 6612

COSTA MESA
South Coast Plaza

3333 Bristol Street, Ste. 2520
+1 714 556 7080

PALO ALTO
Stanford Shopping Center, Space 159

180 El Camino Real
+1 650 328 8107

ASPEN
220 South Mill Street

+1 970 544 9501

NEW YORK
799 Madison Avenue

+1 212 988 5221

NEW YORK
ABC Carpet & Home

888 Broadway, 3rd Floor
+1 212 473 3000 Ex. 3723

BOSTON
Mandarin Oriental, 776B Boylston Street

+1 617 267 0500

BEVERLY HILLS
445 North Rodeo Drive

+1 310 273 8540

HEAD OFFICE USA
Frette, inc.

850 Third Avenue,10th Floor
New York, NY 10022

+1 212 299 0400

CUSTOMER CARE USA
+1 800 353 7388

frette.com
EU customerservice@frette.com US assistance@frette.com




